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LITHROMANTIC

Veda,  Florence,  2020

My Attraction May Fade but I Will Not
2020
Fog

variable dimensions







dviisstiaonnt
2020

UV curing ink on aluminium dibond
60 x 72 in (152 x 182 cm)

Unique





ckalleviinn
2020

UV curing ink on aluminium dibond
24 x 18 in (60 x 45 cm)

Unique





Lithromantic
2020

cut mirror
26 x 39 in (66 x 99 cm)

Unique



Platonic Rose
2020

UV curing ink on aluminium dibond
8,66 x 11,02 in (22 x 28 cm)

Unique



IMAGINE A WORLD WITHOUT YOU

JTT,  New York,  2019

Credit (for Borna) (left)
2019

web application, iPhone

Debt (right) 
2019

web application, iPhone



It is evident that no mention can be made of anything unless it is named

Epes Sargent’s, “The Standard Speller,” 1857

What we cannot speak about we must pass over in silence.

 Ludwig Wittgenstein, the last sentence of “Tractatus Logico-Philosophicus”, 1922





The Sound of E in Her
2019

web application, laptop

Words Differing in Accent
2019

web application, laptop



Boredom is Deep and Mysterious
2019

web application, monitors, wood blocks
dimensions variable, 55" monitors





(left)
itwydishhoit_ayud__t

 2019
UV curing ink on dibond

40h x 30w in
101.60h x 76.20w cm



Roman Catholic
2019

UV curing ink on aluminum dibond
11h x 9.50w in

27.94h x 24.13w cm



(up)
Consumption (left)

2019 
web application, iPhone

Consumption (Dark Mode) (right)
2019

web application, iPhone

(left)
Production (Dark mode) 

2019
web application, iPhone



SPIRITUAL DOOR

VEDA, Florence,  2016

Litotes 2016
Olive wood, offcut not for display

2 parts: 70 × 70 x 10 cm, top sits at street-level
Unique





For much of history, humans made no distinction between the cardinal directions and the winds which blew 
from them. It is uncertain when or why our sense of geographic orientation became associated with the winds. 
It might have been farming populations, attentive to the rain and temperature for the cultivation of their crops, 
who noticed the qualitative differences in the winds—some humid, others dry, some hot, others cold—and that 
these qualities depended on from where the wind was blowing. Local directional names were used to refer to the 
winds, eventually giving each wind itself a proper name, regardless of the observer’s position. Sailors, far from 
landmarks at sea, nonetheless recognized a particular wind by its qualities and referred to it by a familiar name—
Tramontana, Levante, Ostro, Ponente. 1

When traveling north the ring that signifies my marriage is on my western hand. When moving west, it sits on 
my southern. When south: eastern. When east: northern. There exist languages with no words for left and right, 
only one’s absolute relation to the world, necessitating that a speaker of these languages remain continuously 
oriented, lest they lose the ability to communicate basic facts.

For us, it is only with an intention that one can find themselves lost in any geographic sense. Our orientation isn’t 
a constant awareness necessitated by linguistic constraints, like that of a native speaker of Warlpiri or Wintu or 
Tzeltal, but rather, something outside of our immediate consciousness, mediated and on demand as a discrete 
technology. With orientation externalized in this manner, one can imagine it as a material that could be gathered 
and pooled.

If you are reading this with a mobile device that contains an embedded compass, your orientation is being sampled 
here, once per second—now a material archived in a database I control. Note the direction you now face. Is it 
different from when you began moving through this text, reading from left to right?

Of the generations of texts on earth / I will have read only a few— / the ones that I keep reading in my memory, / 
reading and transforming. / From South, East, West, and North / the paths converge that have led me / to my secret 
center. 2

Not all secrets are information someone is trying to conceal. Some secrets are information that’s in the world, but 
inaccessible. 

1 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Classical_compass_winds
2Jorge Luis Borges, Elogio de la sombra, 1969; edizione italiana, Einaudi, 2007



Spirirtual Door, custom analytics suite 
http://beacon.openpseudonym.org/

A custom analytics suite silently tracks people's orientations. Two voices move backward through an archive, 
translating compass headings into the names of the classical winds.





previous page: 
Untitled 
 2016 

The existing lights in a space, moved to the floor

right: 
an invitation card for the project “Spiritual Door” at Veda

Hear no evil, see no evil, speak no evil.
Become incredulous and indignant.
Create rumor mongers.
Use a straw man.
Sidetrack opponents with name calling and ridicule.
Hit and run.
Question motives.
Invoke authority.
Play dumb.
Associate opponent charges with old news.
Establish and rely upon fallback positions.
Enigmas have no solution.
Alice in wonderland logic.
Demand complete solutions.
Fit the facts to alternate conclusions.
Vanish evidence and witnesses.
Change the subject.
Emotionalize, antagonize, and goad opponents.
Ignore proof presented, demand impossible proofs.
False evidence.
Call a grand jury, special prosecutor,
  or other empowered investigative body.
Manufacture a new truth.
Create bigger distractions.
Silence critics.
Vanish.



 Euphorbia Milii | 2016
Inkjet print, frame painted Munsell N8 Gray

100 × 133 cm
Unique

Euphorbia milii is a species of flowering plant in the spurge family Euphorbiaciae, native to Madagascar. It is suspected 
that the species was introduced to the Middle East in ancient times, and legend associates it with the crown of thorns 
worn by Christ.
In the prints the method to produce images which are simultaneously in color and gray is employed. The method 
is a function that’s dependent on a scale shifts: the “finer” the grid of hue rotations, the closer the approximation to 
grayscale. In these works the grid is rendered at distinctly coarser resolve, highlighting the process, or “trick”, itself. 



 Euphorbia Milii | 2016
Inkjet print, frame painted Munsell N8 Gray

100 × 133 cm
Unique



The New Tsmanetet | 2016
paperback,  306 pages

15 x 21 x 2 cm



Interview with Damon Zucconi
by ATP diary

ATP: Let’s start with the title, “Spiritual Door.” What does it hide? What is the relationship with the whole exhibition 
project?

Damon Zucconi: There’s this intuitive sense that vision is something that’s active and autonomous. One of the first 
theories about the way visual perception works was that rays of light emanated from one’s eyes; vision as disembodied—a 
“spiritual sight” that can “readily range.” Of course, it’s the inverse that’s true. But there remains the gap between what’s 
constructed in the mind’s eye and the photons that hit the back of the retina. What’s hidden is maybe what resides in 
that gap, and one way of looking at the title is that a “Spiritual Door” is a window.

ATP: In the introductory text for the show, you refer to the cardinal points as a metaphor for contemporary man: “For 
us, it is only with an intention that one can find themselves lost in any geographic sense.” Would you like to explain 
me this interest of yours in bearing systems?

DZ: My background is in sculpture and now, working within the informatic, dealing with the way orientation is codified 
is a natural extension of a spatial practice. How do objects relate to and construct the spaces they inhabit? This question 
is an old sculptural problem of course, but it’s given a new meaning and relevance due to the rise of surveillance 
capitalism and pervasive sensing.

ATP: Could you tell me more about the objective of taking note of the geographical position of the person who reads 
the text, and how does it work? Why did you decide to file the position of the readers?

DZ: There’s a custom analytics suite I’ve built that detects the position and orientation of mobile devices—this is 
information phones typically make available as a continuous signal. I silently sample and archive it to a server in the 
background of whatever you are viewing.
How can one use orientation itself as a material? Materials are made by taking some quantity in the world and bundling 
it up into a form that you have some control over. This archive of orientations is an aggregate of relationships that 
together form a kind of map. Of what? There is no objective.

ATP: Now I am quoting Borges too: did you find your center?

DZ: Averages are a kind of center. I discovered that the average orientation leans to the East ever so slightly—whether 
sensor bias or a broader tendency of people to face the Levant, I do not know.

ATP: Would you like to tell me briefly what we will see in the space of VEDA? What will you be exhibiting?

Most of Veda is a volume that can’t be entered but is visible from street level. The floor of the space was removed, so 
you peer down into what was once a basement. I’ve taken the lighting system and moved it from the ceiling to the floor, 
so the lights project upward from beneath the street. Sitting just below street level on the far wall are two olive wood 
crosses that have been truncated, a negative, to form two plus-signs, a positive.

I’ve outfitted the window with a transducer that turns the surface of the glass window into a speaker that harbors two 
voices who move backward through an archive. They translate compass headings into the names of the classical winds 
(spoken in an Italian-tinged lingua franca from the Middle Ages-era Mediterranean). In another room, one that is 
enterable, there are two prints of the so-called “crown of thorns” (Euphorbia milii) plant that were produced using an 
encoding technique I developed to hide the color of images in plain sight. They appear to you as simultaneously both 
in full color and greyscale, dependent on distance and focus. There is also a version of The New Testament that I’ve 
published, in both Italian and English, with every significant word misspelled. As well as a bottle of perfume (Calvin 
Klein’s Obsession) that’s been made black by mixing it with India Ink.

(Ha collaborato Martina Odorici)



RED ROSES FOR A BLUE LADY

JTT,  New York,  2016



Red Roses for a Blue Lady | 2016
digital video with sound

3:15 minutes

Red Roses for a Blue Lady, Damon Zucconi’s second exhibition at JTT, consists of photographic prints, a series of pre-
existing books re-published by the artist, four web-accessible works, and a video.

Zucconi has been engaged with the practice of computer programming since 2010, producing works which are typically 
accessible online. The works assembled utilize vision, literacy, pattern recognition, and meaning to make plain our 
perceptual experience.

The prints on view, sourced from photographs of roses, are simultaneously full of color when viewed up close and 
apparently grey when viewed from a distance. An encoding process distributes, but in no way diminishes, the hue of 
each image into a two by two grid. In a circular process the hue is divided mathematically in 90 degree increments. 
When one is close to the image, this grid and the distinct hues are distinguishable. As one moves further away, the 
hue grid functions to neutralize itself, as complimentary colors tend to do. The result of this manipulation is that each 
rose’s color is hidden in plain sight.

Using a program written by the artist, the texts of six pre-existing books are re-published with every word misspelled. 
Despite these errors, each sentence remains legible. The texts exist in a liminal space of property rights, with the reader 
of the text becoming an active participant in the reconstruction of the original.

Phonemes are the perceptually distinct units of sound for a given language that distinguish one word from another. In 
2013, Zucconi wrote a program, Corrasable, a freely available API to transform text into phonemic streams. In a 2016 
video, “Red Roses for a Blue Lady”, Paul Anka performs the eponymous pop standard. The audio track is dropped and 
a synthesized voice performs in its place. The voice, built on top of Corrasable, comprises unshaped, pitched, pure 
tones, each corresponding to a distinct, individual phoneme remapped to a specific note on a chromatic scale. With a 
texture-less tongue, the tones play a new melody with a new meaning.

Finally, a series of web-accessible works randomly sample brief definitions omitting the actual term [1]. Most dictionaries 
are dependent on order, whereas these renounce it. Every new statement that comes on screen is a prompt that takes 
one elsewhere, in an attempt to locate the term by its meaning. Separated into parts of speech, each operate as models 
of a specific kind of language: of objects, of actions, of etceteras. Presented in the exhibition are three out of the four: 
Red (verbs), Blue (nouns), and Black (adjectives). Pink (adverbs) is available online but physically absent from the space.

[1.] The dataset used for these works comes from WordNet: “an on-line lexical reference system whose design is inspired by 
current psycholinguistic theories of human lexical memory”.



Rosa 'Fortuna' | 2016
inkjet print, frame painted Munsell N8 Gray

10.88 x 15.75 inches



dictionary.blue | 2016
domain name, web application

dimensions variable

dictionary.black | 2016
domain name, web application

dimensions variable





(up) Rosa ‘Ambiente’ | 2016
inkjet print, frame painted Munsell N8 Gray

12.5 x 12.5 inches

(left) dictionary.red | 2016
domain name, web application

dimensions variable



Interview with Jason Huff for Rhizome

JH: Custom software and scripts are common tools you use to create your work. In 2013 you open-sourced “Corrasable,” 
a web service you created that puts linguistic processing libraries together “to assist in analyzing text and converting it 
into alternate representations.” What does it mean for an artist to share their process?  Why is it important for you to let 
other artists or programmers have access to “Corrasable”?

DZ: There's this loop of activity that one tends to take as a given: from development to publishing to archiving. Make a 
piece in the studio. It leaves the studio and enters the gallery. It's bought and enters a home. It's documented and now 
lives on my website. What does a model that flows seamlessly between these states, folding back on itself, look like?

I'm interested in forms of production where publishing is more of a side-effect, rather than a terminal state, and that 
tends to necessitate working out in the open. But this stems less from a position where generosity figures in or from an 
interest in an open source ethos, which not so much important to me as it is convenient.

With most tools, there is a boundary between states, consistently delineating the space between what is “done” and 
process at large. This boundary also tends to be the line between what is public and what is private.

When every aspect of one's process is online, connectivity is a fundamental characteristic, and it becomes much 
simpler to begin to combine what were previously separate elements.

In publishing an API, as in the case of Corrasable, I think of it more in the sense of building material primitives, rather 
than exposing something for others to use. What I'm trying to do is to reveal new material possibilities to myself in a 
kind of self-centered platform-thinking: objects made not to further predefined goals, but to unlock possible futures.

The more of these systems I build, the more I see synergistic effects appear. Those effects aren't anything novel: most 
companies think of their platforms in this way, and, similarly, most artists take the time to form a language of gestures, 
that, once developed, becomes a codified "approach" that reaps similar benefits.

For instance: "Corrasable" exposes an endpoint for doing phoneme segmentation, upon which I developed a tool for 
rudimentary speech synthesis, which then has become the object of some recent video work. So there's this interesting 
chain of production and dependencies that currently terminates in some videos, but this was never really a goal, just a 
consequence of opening successive doors. It's interesting for me to think of an art object as an operational assemblage 
of previous works.

I do pay attention to the use-value others uncover in the work, as this frequently changes the meanings for me, or 
maybe guides my hand later on. I've seen people use my work for things as diverse as celebrating birthdays, light 
polarization experiments, games, determining future actions, tracking deadlines, gambling. Anything made with a kind 
of structural openness is going to have new uses found for it, but both the consequences, and the fact that there are 
consequences at all, is adjacent to my intent.

JH: Your work has been described as a “more structurally complicated picture of time” by the writer Gene McHugh. 
What do you think about time’s structure? How does it appear or disappear in your work?

DZ: The systems that govern the division of time, lending it a structure, always point outside of themselves. They 
aren’t self-contained, logically consistent things. They embody distinct worldviews or cultural histories in modes that 

are political or memorial. Or they might be observational, describing motions of the Moon or Sun or both. And these 
systems alter the flows and rhythms of our life and give our temporal environment a particular kind of shape. I’m 
curious about the ways in which those things can be subtly reframed to reshape one’s personal temporal environment.

I recently published a piece “Coordinated Mars Time” that overlays the mean solar times of both Earth and Mars, in 
corresponding blue and red. One watches as the seconds fall in and out of phase—the “coordination” is in number 
only, not in the absolute value of the units. You can feel the rhythm of the standard second slip out from under you as 
the colors mix to form composite figures. And so the differences in the size and length of a solar day on each planet 
takes on a form that can be felt.

Those kinds of manipulations are ways of decoupling you from your subconscious sense of a standard’s value; this 
sense that’s implicitly held but imprecise: “one Mississippi, two Mississippi.” I understand the some of the works as 
gestures that get in between you and how you measure the world in relation.

JH: In your last exhibition at JTT, you included print-on-demand copies of six pre-existing novels re-published with 
every word misspelled. Experiencing those books first-hand was disarming and interesting. I’m always interested in the 
choice to take something offline, into the physical world. What lead you to print out copies of the books, instead of 
presenting them online? 

DZ: I imagine that, ultimately, some of those books will circulate divorced from their original context. Forgotten, 
passed on, lost and found. Those prospective owners will have to deal with the objects on their own terms: some 
liminal state between an existing piece of recognizable “intellectual property” and something else entirely; something 
novel in the world.

It’s easier to wash your hands of something when it’s offline. The operative word when publishing on the web is “host”. 
You host the content on your server, and when someone requests it, your presence as a host is always implicit.

Maybe this points back to your question about time. In step with making an object, one gains the responsibility for it; 
that novelty, the something “extra”. One has to consider how it will age, change owners, deteriorate, break, be replaced, 
stored, misremembered.

With the books, I was thinking of Borges’ Tlön,: “[…] the dominant notion is that everything is the work of one single 
author. Books are rarely signed. The concept of plagiarism does not exist: it has been established that all works are the 
creation of one author, who is atemporal and anonymous.”

Those books are me making serious on this proposition and muddying my responsibility to being an object-maker: 
bringing a new object into the world without a commitment to novelty.
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